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Unforgettable congressional hearings in 1978
revealed that fallout from American nuclear weapons
testing in the 1950s had overexposed hundreds of
soldiers and other citizens to radiation. Faith in
governmental integrity was shaken, and many
people have assumed that such overexposure
caused great damage. Yet important questions
remain--the most controversial being: did the
radiation overexposure in fact cause the cancers and
birth defects for which it has been blamed? Elements
of Controversy is the result of a decade of
exhaustive research in AEC documentary records
and the full clinical and epidemiological literature on
radiation effects. More concerned with uncovering
the historical story than with assigning blame, Barton
Hacker concludes that every precaution was taken
by the AEC to avoid harming test participants or
bystanders. And, he points out, the biomedical
literature suggests that these precautions worked.
Yet top officials in Washington--for whom the
success of nuclear weapons was of overriding
importance--had asserted that testing involved no
risks at all. Discrepancies between unverifiable
government claims and the revelations that some
actual risk was present explain the origins and angry
persistence of the controversies, Hacker argues. The
Department of Energy delayed publication of
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Hacker's study for five years, and while his
controversial book is sure to draw objections from
both sides of the radiation-hazard debates, it will
provide a much-needed guide to understanding their
polemics. Unforgettable congressional hearings in
1978 revealed that fallout from American nuclear
weapons testing in the 1950s had overexposed
hundreds of soldiers and other citizens to radiation.
Faith in governmental integrity was shaken, and
many people have assumed that such overexposure
caused great damage. Yet important questions
remain--the most controversial being: did the
radiation overexposure in fact cause the cancers and
birth defects for which it has been blamed? Elements
of Controversy is the result of a decade of
exhaustive research in AEC documentary records
and the full clinical and epidemiological literature on
radiation effects. More concerned with uncovering
the historical story than with assigning blame, Barton
Hacker concludes that every precaution was taken
by the AEC to avoid harming test participants or
bystanders. And, he points out, the biomedical
literature suggests that these precautions worked.
Yet top officials in Washington--for whom the
success of nuclear weapons was of overriding
importance--had asserted that testing involved no
risks at all. Discrepancies between unverifiable
government claims and the revelations that some
actual risk was present explain the origins and angry
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persistence of the controversies, Hacker argues. The
Department of Energy delayed publication of
Hacker's study for five years, and while his
controversial book is sure to draw objections from
both sides of the radiation-hazard debates, it will
provide a much-needed guide to understanding their
polemics.
Partial Contents: Reliability Concepts; Device
Reliability; Hazard Rates; Monitoring Reliability;
Specific Device Information, and more. Appendixes.
60 illustrations.
From the author of Prentice Hall's Nursing Reviews
and Rationales Series comes a comprehensive
review for the NCLEX-PN(R).Completely current
reflecting the April 2007 NCLEX-PN(R) test plan, this
review book features a comprehensive outline
review, 1570 questions and a 265-question practice
test. A FREE CD-ROM provides an additional 3880
questions for review. Throughout answers are
complete with rationales and testing strategies to
help students determine how to answer questions,
even if they aren't sure of the correct answer. In this
competitive market, this new NCLEX-PN(R) review
book will stand out because of these features: -The
quantity and quality of our review questions, over
5450 total -Organization according to the April 2007
NCLEX-PN(R) Test Plan -The multi-media support
that accompanies this review book. -Inclusion of
alternate test items such as prioritization, dosage
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calcualation, enhanced image questions and more in
the book and on the CD-ROM -FREE Prentice Hall
NursingNotes Cards Additional features include:
-Over 1540 NCLEX-PN(R)-style questions in the
book -Rationales and testing strategies for all
answers -Nearly all questions are a high level of
difficulty, i.e analysis and application -Free CD-ROM
offering an additional 3880 practice questions
-Memory Test Aid boxes -Test Your NCLEX(R) I.Q.
assessment boxes -Review tips for ESL students
-Section for foreign nurses to help prepare them for
the NCLEX-PN(R)
This handbook is an authoritative, comprehensive
reference on optical networks, the backbone of
today's communication and information society. The
book reviews the many underlying technologies that
enable the global optical communications
infrastructure, but also explains current research
trends targeted towards continued capacity scaling
and enhanced networking flexibility in support of an
unabated traffic growth fueled by ever-emerging new
applications. The book is divided into four parts:
Optical Subsystems for Transmission and Switching,
Core Networks, Datacenter and Super-Computer
Networking, and Optical Access and Wireless
Networks. Each chapter is written by world-renown
experts that represent academia, industry, and
international government and regulatory agencies.
Every chapter provides a complete picture of its field,
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from entry-level information to a snapshot of the
respective state-of-the-art technologies to emerging
research trends, providing something useful for the
novice who wants to get familiar with the field to the
expert who wants to get a concise view of future
trends.
Sandra Smith's Review for NCLEX-RN®, Thirteenth
Edition is a comprehensive and current evidence-based
RN content review. Following the latest NCLEX-RN
exam blueprint, it features 2,500 NCLEX® formatted
practice questions with detailed answers and rationales
that stimulate critical thinking. The reader-friendly
approach includes a clear and concise outline format
with study guidelines and test-taking strategies. It also
covers all of the latest trends, evidence-based treatment
guidelines, and additional updated information needed
for safe clinical practice and patient care. New to this
edition is an expanded emphasis on patient safety, the
National Patient Safety Goals and NCLEX® examination
preparation, ties to QSEN competencies, and a greater
focus on evidence-based clinical practice. Please note,
Navigate TestPrep must be purchased seperately.
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the
leading source of technology news and information for IT
influencers worldwide. Computerworld's award-winning
Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly
publication, focused conference series and custom
research form the hub of the world's largest global IT
media network.
For more than 20 years, Network World has been the premier
provider of information, intelligence and insight for network
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and IT executives responsible for the digital nervous systems
of large organizations. Readers are responsible for designing,
implementing and managing the voice, data and video
systems their companies use to support everything from
business critical applications to employee collaboration and
electronic commerce.
InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is
segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also
celebrates people, companies, and projects.

Increasing user awareness in various information
and communication technology (ICT) activities is one
of the most challenging tasks for organizations. One
popular way to engage users in various domains is
gamification, which is the use of game elements and
digital game design techniques in non-game
applications. By using game elements, applications
become more attractive and provide benefits such as
increased user activity and sociability, quality, and
productivity of actions. Gamification is introduced in
various stages of the software development lifecycle
starting with the first phase of eliciting requirements
to the final phases of testing and evaluation of the
system to be. In parallel, the introduction of game
elements in non-games raises a number of security
and privacy issues. This book presents innovative
research efforts and technical solutions related to
gamification and improving user engagement in all
stages of the development process.
Begin the task of studying for the Pharmacy
Technician Certification Exam (PTCE and ExCPT)
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by concentrating on those subject areas where you
need the most help! Jones & Bartlett Learning has
the resources you need to prepare for the
certification exam. The Pharmacy Technician Exam
Review Guide includes a bound-in online access
code for Navigate TestPrep: Pharmacy Technician
Exam Review. Pharmacy Technician Exam Review
Guide and Navigate TestPrep are designed to equip
candidates with excellent study tools that are
intended to review the required level of information
to prepare the candidate for the examination by
focusing on the key topic areas. By the time you are
done with the Pharmacy Technician Exam Review
Guide and Navigate TestPrep, you will feel confident
and prepared to complete the final step in the
certification process—passing the examination!
FEATURES • Emphasis on common trouble areas: •
Aseptic Compounding • Basic Math and Pharmacy
Calculations • Brand/Generic and Classifications •
Updated abbreviations and pharmacy acronyms •
Information on new pharmacy laws: electronic
prescriptions and ordering of controlled drugs,
pseudoephedrine tracking • Comparative
analysis/information on the certification exams
available to help students decide which exam to take
• Coverage of Commonly Prescribed brand/generic
drugs and their potential side effects, including: • IV
drugs • Hazardous drugs • Retail drugs (with
pronunciation key) • Review questions at the end of
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each chapter • Checklist for skills assessment •
Abundant practice tests accompanied by detailed
answer keys for further study INSTRUCTOR
RESOURCES: PowerPoint Presentations
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